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In a. work published some time ago , we cri t ic ised the conclusion of

an ear l ier work of Ichimam. -. fcHtsufli, Taage and F.ines ClTTP) in vM-ch they
purported "to demonstrate tlmt for classical one-component plasmas, Cocp's) , the

change in slope of the plasmon dispersion curve as a function of

Y(S ki/lnra, k? = W e /T) i s sawaya positive with small changes in T above

i t s zero value. Their Reply to our work, does not contain any substantially

new argument over and beyond what already has been said in their original

paper . The incorrect arguments advanced in the i r original paper and a l -

ready criticized, by us are repeated in ttrair Reply . They also c r i t i c i se

some of the points raised by us. However, ITTP's c r i t i ca l comments are not

correct, but even if they were, they would not be of any value in supporting

the validity of the i r original derivation.

As ITTP point out, there are essentially three ways to assess the

behaviour of the plasmon dispersion relation. . . .

ABSTRACT

at long wavelengths |k « k^, u » »_ - .Cwne M ] : (i) by doing an exact-

small y perturbation calculation for the correlation correction,

ife(ku) * e(km) - 6 (lau), to the dielectric response function s{tui)

[&.(k<d) is its EPA value] ; (ii) by referring to the results of molecular

dynamics computer experiments and iii) by attempting to derive general structural

arguments. Contrary to their assertions however, none of these approaches

provide any supportive evidence for their claimed

The authors contend that the arguments presented by Ichimaru, Totsuji,

Tange and Pines in their paper preceding this rebuttal are incorrect and

provide nothing to invalidate the conclusions of the earlier Kalman-Golden

paper concerning the lack of proof on the positive change in the slope of the

plasmon dispersion curve with small changes in the coupling over its HPA value.
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behaviour.

As to (i), ITTP are correct in stating that a judgement between

s-3 < 0 and s-3 > 0 cannot be based on the calculations of the rather in-

complete list of authors cited in their Eef.3. This is due, however,

not to the fact that their results differ both in magnitude and sign (the

earlier Ichikawa and Willis vorks provide s-3 > 0 while the later more

complete work of Wu and Klevans provides s-3 < 0 ) , but rather to the fact

that all the calculations cited do not even claim to be exact. That

important terms have been omitted from each of these formulations and that

they rely on a number of ad hoc and uncontrolled approximations is indeed
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l. The one classical oep calculation which is exact and which would

therefore readily lead to a judgement has been expressly and consistently

ignocad lay 1TW even though i t has been highlighted by the papers of Golden

and Kalman. We refer to Coste's by-now-classic exact formulation of s-3 based

on a systematic perturbation expansion of the f i r s t and second BBGKY equations

About the same time DuBois and Gilinsky also provided an exact formulation

of the perturbation expansion and th is too has been ignored by ITTP. Kalman

and Golden (KG) have rigorously demonstrated from the Coste theory that

8-3 < 0. ^ ITTP claim that KG's evaluation of Coste's result providing

s-3 < 0, "differs from a l l previous calculations". This claim is both in-

correct, since Wu and KLevans obtain the same qualitative resu l t , and

irrelevant, since a l l the calculations quoted in their Ref.3 are by no means

exact. I t i s also difficult to see how this statement of ITTP can be

reconciled with their ear l ier statement pointing out that the "results (of

previous calculations) differ both in magnitude and sign" . Finally, one

might evoke the many studies pertaining to plasmon dispersion in.a aero

temperature degenerate electron gas where the physics is not substantially

different from that in a classical plasma. All the published resul ts including

the recent careful and extensive analysis of the Singwi-group lead to

s-3 < 0. a '

As to ( i i ) , ITTP evoke the molecular dynamics data point by

(with ChOMta BO tHat

Hansen et a l . 9) at the value of y = 1.71 to support their contention that
s-3 > 0; this data point, hovever, has since long been withdraws by Hansen

as probably unreliable and this fact has bean pointed out in the published

work of Carini, Kalman and Golden . The questionable point has appeared
12)

neither in the review paper by Baus and Hansen , nor in Hansen's recent

work on plasmon dispersion in the ocp. The molecular dynamics data

at the remaining y
m

supports our claim that s-3 « 0.

The main point of contention between ITTP and us i s , of course, ( i i i ) .
Of the two approaches described in the original ITTP paper , one based on
high frequency sum rules, and one based on Kramers-Kronig relat ions, i t is
only the la t t e r which ITTP defend here. They nov agree with us that the former
approach cannot provide a reliable description of plasmon dispersion. In the
Kramers-Kronig analysis, ITTP amplify on their original statement that the
integral

do)
- 60(klo)]

* Jo

in Im [fe(k(D) -
(2)

^ ^ < «i ) ni*t

on {A) th« Mll-knoi* potfitlvtncM of

im jKCative. This they ba.se

mJm *<)£«) and ulm &0(ku) and

(B) on th« eooplet«ly unwttrrwted inference th»t therefore uilmjeduu) - e (̂kii>)]

must also b« positive. TJje argument that » implies B "as long as the

collision*! ppocessei ip a plasma in th«r»KxSynamic equilibrium do not give

risa to amr destabijiling effect" i s nwningless. A simple reasoning based on

the well-known lowest order frequency moment sum rule

dm u Im S(k 2
(3)

indicates that this argument ia also incorrect. Since Im £0(ku) is known

to entirely exhaust this sum rule, it follows that

dm « Im (t(kai) - 6o(ku)0 « 0 (
'0

- • {kwj] must take on negative values somewhere inClearly, uilm

the positive frequency domain rendering the ITTP hypothesis (19) untenable.

Finally, this feature, uilm [fc(ku) - Cndui))] changing sign as a function of
9) 1̂ )uii is well displayed in many quantum mechanical calculations ' I t is

indeed puzzling tbat ITTP have completely overlooked such a crucial point and
i t is this very point which underscores the serious flaw in their Kramers-
Kronig proof. Thus it is clear that nothing warrants their conclusions that
"as long as the eolliBional processes in a plasma with y 3* O give rise to
an additional dissipation mechanism, the relation (10) [s-3 * o] must hold".

ITTP raise some further points as to the correctness of our concrete

evaluation of J, They correctly observe that the calculated structure

for Im |fi(kiii) - f.(k<i>)]] . . probably becomes invalid for u = yw .

This, hovever, had already been pointed out toy US in Ref.l> footnote 8.

ITTP apparently miss the crux of our demonstration of a correct explicit

calculation of J . We have shown that i £ the small y expansion of

(6(ku) - fo(km)] i s extrapolated in a consistent fashion down to ui + 0,

the calculated features of [€(ku>} - t,(fe<i))J and of J conform to our

predictions, namely I + J = 0, where

—
n J

-"l Im OH to) - t

S
- €jfkuij]

(5)
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This also clar i f ies what ITTP construe to be a paradox: [*(k<u) - ^ (

is proportional to a derivative of & (iu> vhose real and imaginary parts satisfy

the Kramers-Kronig relat ions; nevertheless Rejet&o) - V 1 " ^ dominant = ° f o r

a l l m f 0.

In summary, we believe that in their present Reply .

presented any acceptable arg
2)

their original derivation

ITTP have not

ment that vould invalidate our conclusion about
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